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1. Motivation

Users of the Web are overloaded with information. This
medium is \polluted" with redundant, erroneous and low
quality information. A WWW survey of 11,700 users
conducted from April 10 to May 10, 1996[1] indicates
that 30.31% of the users report "�nding known info" is
their problem and 27.80% of the users report organizing
collected information as their problem. An empirical
study[2] on users' revisitation patterns to WWW pages
found that 58% of an individual's pages are revisits. With
these study results, we believe the Web users would like
to build and organize a larger collection of bookmarks for
future references than they can reasonably maintain now.

2. System Architecture

PowerBookmarks is being developed under the auspices
of a larger WebDB project to address the above issues.
WebDB hypermedia database system[3] is built on top
of NEC PERCIO Object-Oriented Database Manage-
ment System[4]. Unlike most search engines, which fo-
cus on information retrieval based on keywords, WebDB
aims at supporting database-like comprehensive query
functionalities as well as navigation on document struc-
tures, contents, and linkage information to support
more advanced functionalities. WebDB provides stor-
age, object-oriented document modeling, SQL3 query
language, and HTML/VRML document generation for
PowerBookmarks. Two external components, JTOPIC
full text search engine[5] and WordNet[6], are used for
full text search and on line lexical dictionary reference
for the tasks of indexing and query expansion. WQL[7]
is used for querying WebDB. A visual query interface is
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supported to assist users in specifying queries while actual
WQL queries are generated automatically by the WQL
query generator. Hence, the complexity of the underly-
ing schema and the query language remains transparent
to the user.

PowerBookmarks supports information sharing with ac-
cess control. PowerBookmarks supports automated book-
mark classi�cation based on document contents through
an external classi�er. PowerBookmarks also provides
many useful personalized services, such as automated
dead link and inactive link removal and new or modi�ed
document subscription services. A proxy server is used
to monitor users' behavior to provide automated book-
marking for frequently accessed URLs. PowerBookmarks
utilizes the query, modeling, and navigation capabilities
provided by WebDB while augmenting them with infor-
mation sharing, access control, and personalization func-
tionalities. We illustrate their relationship in Figure 1.

3. PowerBookmarks Functionalities

In this section, we summarize some major functionalities
of PowerBookmarks as follows:

Querying the Internet and Bookmarks: PowerBook-
marks supports a simpli�ed query interface for users to
query the Internet. After the results are returned by In-
ternet search engines, a �lter program extracts useful in-
formation and presents it to the user. The user can select
a set of URLs to browse in a slide-show fashion or save
them as bookmarks in PowerBookmarks. When the user
requests to collect URLs into PowerBookmarks, Power-
Bookmarks performs a sequence of tasks as follows: (1)
downloading the URLs; (2) extracting keywords, sum-
mary, links, and related URL metadata, such as last mod-
i�ed date, etc.; (3) indexing the URLs in TOPIC and
WebDB. After the documents are indexed in PowerBook-
marks (throughWebDB), the user can issue more complex
queries to retrieve bookmark URLs. Figure 2 shows the
query interface used in PowerBookmarks. In this window,
the user issues a query retrieving the bookmarks related
to call for papers for conferences related to XML. Queries
with more complex criteria, such as links, full text search,
relaxed keyword search[8], are also supported. The query
functionalities in PowerBookmarks is carried out by the
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Figure 1: PowerBookmarks Architecture and Functionality Overview

Figure 2: Query Interface

underlying WebDB.

Classifying Bookmarks for Navigation: PowerBook-
marks supports automated document classi�cation by
contents using an external classi�er similar to Pharos[9].
Figure 3 shows a classi�cation tree for bookmark URLs
in PowerBookmarks. Note that this window also displays
the number of bookmarks in each folder (i.e. category)
and its access frequency indicated with a temperature
icon. The user may navigate through the classi�cation
tree to locate URLs of his/her interests. Figure 4 shows
a window dump for display of documents and folders
at the node Computer=Software. At this node, there
are the user's own bookmarks (shared and non-shared)
and shared bookmarks owned by other users. The book-
marks with a red cross are dead links detected by the
system. The system can also automatically, if the user
prefers, move the dead links and inactive bookmarks to
the Deleted folder at the bottom of the window. The user
can click on any folder to go to other nodes in the book-
mark structure.

Subscription Service: PowerBookmarks supports sub-
scription services for new or modi�ed documents on the
Internet and intranet. The user can set the subscription



Figure 3: Bookmark Structure

criteria, such as temporal, domains, keyword similarity,
or document similarity, etc.

4. Conclusion

This demonstration highlights many features of an ad-
vanced and personalizable Web information management
system. Complete description of this system is available
in [10] and at http://www.ccrl.neclab.com/webdb/.
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